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• In 2017, deployment of IAOOS23 near the North Pole.
The platform drifted from the North Pole to Fram strait for
8 months.

• For the first time, the profiler was equipped with
biogeochemical sensors (nitrates, CDOM, Chl-a)

Ø Athanase et al. (2019) and Boles et al. (2020) documented
general hydrography and biology respectively.

Introduction

Athanase et al. (2019). New hydrographic measurements of the upper Arctic western Eurasian Basin in 2017 reveal fresher mixed
layer and shallower warm layer than 2005–2012 climatology. (doi: 10.1029/2018JC014701)
Boles et al. (2020). Under-ice phytoplankton blooms in the central Arctic Ocean: Insights from the first biogeochemical IAOOS
platform drift in 2017. (doi: 10.1029/2019JC015608)
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Amundsen Basin
Upper layer impacted by Syberian river run-
off (fresh, CDOM-rich water).
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Warmer and shallower AW layer
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Halocline formation mechanisms
Convective Advective-convective

from Kikuchi et al. (2004) from Kikuchi et al. (2004)

a) AW freshened and cooled
b) Convection forming deep and more saline mixed layer
c) Shallower summer mixed layer produced by ice melting

a) AW freshened and cooled
b) Fresher waters advected on the top



Halocline formation mechanisms
Convective Advective-convective

a) AW freshened and cooled
b) Convection forming deep and more saline mixed layer
c) Shallower summer mixed layer produced by ice melting

a) AW freshened and cooled
b) Fresher waters advected on the top

Two criteria commonly used for defining the base of the lower halocline :
- Depth of the 34.3* psu isohaline (Rudels et al., 1996)
- Depth where the density ratio R𝜌 reaches 0.05 (Bourgain & Gascard, 2011)

R! =
α𝜕"CT
β𝜕"SA

*34.3 psu ~ 34.46 g/kg in absolute salinity

from Kikuchi et al. (2004) from Kikuchi et al. (2004)



Halocline and NO parameter
Low salinity 
shelf water
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from Rudels (1996)
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Shelf origin waters ↔ high content of 
nutrient

NO = 9 x [NO3] + [O2]
Ø semiconservative tracer
Ø minimum in the lower halocline 
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NO-focused upper layer hydrography
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NO = 9 x [NO3] + [O2]
Ø semiconservative tracer
Ø minimum in the lower halocline 

NO minimum on 𝜎 = 27.4 NO minimum on 𝜎 = 27.8

Jones & Anderson (1986) ; Rudel et al. (1996) ; Alkire et al. (2010,2019)
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NO-focused upper layer hydrography
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NO = 9 x [NO3] + [O2]
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Halocline structure along the drift
Strong salinity gradient with weak temperature 
gradient between mixed layer depth and isopycnal 27.6 
→ cold halocline waters

Weaker salinity gradient with stronger temperature 
gradient between isopycnals 27.6 and 27.85 
→ lower halocline waters

∂zSA

∂zNO

∂zCT

NO



Halocline structure along the drift
Strong salinity gradient with weak temperature 
gradient between mixed layer depth and isopycnal 27.6 
→ cold halocline waters

Weaker salinity gradient with stronger temperature 
gradient between isopycnals 27.6 and 27.85 
→ lower halocline waters

Density ratio : 𝑹𝝆 =
𝜶𝝏𝒛𝑪𝑻
𝜷𝝏𝒛𝑺𝑨

↳ Bourgain and Gascard (2011) : base of the halocline ↔ Rρ = 0.05
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Amundsen Basin

Base of cold halocline : 𝜎 = 27.6 kg/m3 ; Rρ = 0.1
Base of lower halocline : 𝜎 = 27.85 kg/m3 ; Rρ = 0.3

Nansen Basin
Base of cold halocline : none
Base of lower halocline : 𝜎 = 27.85 kg/m3 ; Rρ > 0.4



CHW : Cold Halocline Water
LHW : Lower Halocline Water
Rρ = α.∂zCT / β.∂zAS
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Halocline structure along the drift

18 June 2017 1st September 2017

Base of the lower halocline 
associated with salinity of 34.9 g/kg
➥ saltier than previsous definition
➥ impact of the Atlantification

Base of the 
lower halocline



Amundsen Basin

Halocline sources along the drift
70m 220m

Nansen Basin

Contributions from 
low salinity-shelf 
waters (Kara and 
Barents Seas) 
moving offshore

AW recirculating

NO minimum 
traced back to the 
slope of the East 
Siberian Sea with 
an advective time 
scale of about 1.5 
to 2 years 

5m

Ice floe was from the Laptev Sea 
in Oct.-Nov. 2015 and was 1.5-
years old when the IAOOS 
platform was installed

PSY4V3R1 : 1/12°horizontal resolution
→ performance assessed in Athanase et 
al. (2019) with satisfactory results.



Halocline sources along the drift
70m 220m5m

(a) Maxima of winter mixed layer depths from
PSY4 averaged over 2007-2017 (in m).

(b) Maxima of mixed layer depths during winter
2012-2013.

More winter 
convection in 
Nansen Basin
in recent years
(post 2011)



Take home message

Winter convection

Strong evolution of the halocline in the Arctic in recent years
➥ base of the lower halocline now associated with the depth of SA = 34.9 g/kg isohaline (𝜎=27.85 kg/m3).

NO parameter combined with simulation provided valuable insights into the structure and the sources of the Eurasian Arctic
halocline 

➥ NOmin associated with the lower halocline 
(𝜎=27.8 kg/m3) formed through deep 
convection along the path of AW water inflow

Amundsen Basin/TPD
➥ NOmin resulting from advection of low 
NO waters from East Siberian Seas 

➥ NOmin associated with the cold halocline 
(𝜎=27.4 kg/m3)

Nansen Basin



Thank you 




